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BARC and i.deeds:
a strong example of
good collaboration
// see page 06

i.speak
THE BARC PROJECT IS
NOT ONLY THE MOST
INTENSIVE BUT ALSO,
FROM A HUMAN POINT
OF VIEW, THE MOST
VALUABLE PROJECT
THAT I.DEEDS HAS EVER
WORKED ON.
The solutions of i.deeds always have an impact on
people. For example, our tools and systems allow
the people who use them on a daily basis to work
much more efficiently and clearly. But the CTMS
project for the clinical laboratory BARC went one
step further. For the first time we were able to –
indirectly – contribute to the physical well-being
and health of people.
What we have accomplished for BARC is the most
intensive and, from a human point of view, the
most valuable project that i.deeds has ever worked
on. In this fourth edition of the i.deeds magazine,
we devote considerable attention to the important
activities of BARC and have invited their CEO
Michel Abiteboul and CIO Jurgen Van De Sompel
to share some thoughts.
We also suggest some reasons to pay attention
to ‘the Internet of Things’. And we highlight the
benefits of pin.all, our own global solution for
attendance registration.
Happy reading!
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i.nformation

who and
what is
i.deeds?
Without accurate information it’s impossible to do business in today’s world. That’s why efficient
systems to give your management actionable insights are indispensable. Using a tried and
tested gradual process, i.deeds helps you determine, develop and implement these systems.
Important management decisions are too often made from a technical point of view.
Obviously technology plays an important role, but it is there to support decisions within
your business. What’s important is not the IT tool you use, but how you use or can use
it. Before implementing a system, you should ask yourself a few questions.

How can my business grow and
become more efficient?
How can I get a better overview of the
facts & figures within my business?
How can I better analyse information
about my business, customers and
competitors?
How do I develop a sharper focus with
clear goals and requirements?
And most importantly: how can I
improve the performance of my
business, organisation or business unit?

i.deeds helps you to answer these questions, so you can then obtain valuable insights and make
a smarter evaluation of your business. This will lead to better performance within your business or
department.

Who is i.deeds?

i.deeds is a dedicated team specialising in Business Intelligence projects, business process
management, the support of selection processes, assistance with the implementation of new IT
applications and the creation of customised solutions. The brand name ‘i.deeds’ focuses on our
action and commitment and on our dynamic and personal approach.

What does i.deeds do?

As business people who speak your language and have years of IT experience, i.deeds bridges
the gap between IT and business. In this way, i.deeds can become a committed partner and
create tangible added value that helps you achieve your objectives. Every project is aimed at
enhancing the performance of your business or department.

How does i.deeds do this?

i.deeds tackles various projects. We almost invariably start with a scope analysis, whether we
are dealing with a BI project, software development or even a selection process. This scope
analysis provides a clearer understanding of the objectives and boundaries of the project. On
the basis of this scope, you make choices (tooling, budget, etc.) and divide the total project into
phases.

IT choice
i.deeds has the in-house experience and skills to analyse business processes and help you
identify the most suitable software solution within a very short space of time. Once you have
made your choice, i.deeds will assist you with the subsequent phases. If there is no ready-made
solution to your specific needs, i.deeds develops and implements the right solution for you. The
goal is always the same: to enhance and improve your business performance.
ITERATIVE PROCESS

SCOPE

PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

DELIVERY

PHASE 5

PHASE 6

DETAILED ANALYSIS

DOCUMENTATION

DESIGN

OPTIONS
DEVELOPMENT

TEST & VALIDATION

What can you expect
from i.deeds?
First and foremost an approach that
originates from your business. i.deeds
professionals build a bridge between
business and ICT, and have the skills and
know-how to bring your project to a good
and successful conclusion.
You can count on independent advice.
Alongside its specialisation in BI projects and
business process management, i.deeds also
supports selection processes: consultancy
that leads to choosing the right IT solutions
in line with your company’s ambitions,
objectives and budget.
A collaboration based on a hands-on,
no-nonsense strategy.
Long-term commitment with a strong
focus on added value for your company or
business unit.
i.deeds also provides customised solutions
and guides you when you’re introducing new
IT applications.
If you would like to find out how i.deeds
can help you, contact Lionel Vanpoucke,
managing director i.deeds nv,
via lionel.vanpoucke@ideeds.be or
+32 56 650 100.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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i.nformation

The Internet of Things
is a fact
As a company with its fingers constantly on the pulse of the sector, i.deeds was of course present
at CeBIT, the largest international fair on information technology. There we stated that ‘the Internet
of Things’ (IoT) has quietly become reality and thus deserves our – and your – attention.
in 2020. A staggering number, especially if you realise
that smartphones, tablets and PCs are not included
in that figure. The arrival of the 5G network could also
further accelerate this (r)evolution.

Self-riding cars, smart tennis rackets, toothbrushes and
whiskey bottles that provide information in real time...
If the ‘Internet of Things’ – the principle that everything
can be connected to each other and to the internet and
can function without human intervention – was present
years ago only in science fiction films, it is now becoming
more and more clear that the idea is going to conquer
the world. That was also evident at CeBIT 2015, where
not only a full room was devoted to IoT and a competition
for IoT start-ups was organised, but also the head of
Samsung announced that from now on it would focus
more on IoT.
Earlier, IBM had said that it is going to invest $3 billion
in a specialised IoT division. And Cisco and Panasonic
also jumped on the IoT bandwagon. A number of small
companies such as Sigfox – that offers low-energy
networks for linking sensors, electricity meters and
washing machines via the internet
– are ready to fill that huge gap in
the market.
A new era
With the Internet of Things,
the new era of communication
technology is no longer at the
door, but rather the idea has also
come inside to households and companies around the
world. According to Gartner, the number of connected
devices will increase from 4.9 billion in 2015 to 25 billion
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Revolutionary ideas
That IoT is definitely breaking out and sometimes goes
too far is evidenced by the many innovations that brands
and companies presented in recent months. One
example is Oral-B, who wowed the crowd at the Mobile
World Congress in Barcelona with a toothbrush with
Bluetooth connection. While you are brushing, the app in
the toothbrush informs you of the frequency with which
you brush and warns you when you are brushing too soft
or too hard. At the same congress a ‘smart’ tennis racket
that helps improve your technique and an intelligent
whiskey bottle were introduced, among other devices.
The IoT thus appears to be a blessing, not only for
creative thinkers and developers but also for end-users
and the business world.

With the ‘Internet of Things’, a world
of new possibilities and challenges
has opened up. It goes without
saying that i.deeds, too, wants to
and can play an important role in it.
But what do you want to achieve?
Which data do you exactly want to
capture? i.deeds would like to help
you with the integration of IoT
within your company.
Give us a call on +32 56 650 100
or contact us at info@ideeds.be.

CeBIT Hannover 2015 - 3,300 exhibitors and 220,000 visitors

Diving into the internet
‘The internet’ and ‘the cloud’ don’t just float in a vacuum. On the contrary, the backbone of the world’s most
important invention since the wheel rests on the seabed, in a network of more than 300 fibre optic cable
systems. A few of these cables, such as those in a ravine in front of the coast of Japan, even lie at a depth
of more than 8,000 metres – as deep under sea level as Mount Everest rises above it. All global internet
traffic runs via these connections. An overview of this imposing global network can be viewed at
http://submarine-cable-map-2014.telegeography.com/.

Source: Adriaan Meij – Map: Tele Geography, Washington
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i.nterview

BARC: leaders in clinical
trial management
BARC, with headquarters in Ghent, is a globally organised central laboratory that facilitates all the required services
to accomplish the laboratory component of clinical studies. BARC works together closely with i.deeds for the
implementation of a CTMS (Clinical Trial Management System). CIO Jurgen Van De Sompel explains everything
about this collaboration, the strengths of the new system and the activities at BARC.
BARC is a renowned name, but what do you actually do?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: BARC is a central laboratory, also called
a CRO or clinical research organisation. We are responsible for the
laboratory component of clinical studies. These studies form the basis
of the development of medicines that need to be tested on people at a
certain point. This allows for the effect to be checked on test subjects.
BARC has the required facilities worldwide to take over the entire
logistical process of these tests. The kits with sampling materials and
any other preparatory materials, including patient forms (requisition
forms), are sent from our departments to the trial centres that the
patients visit. Once the samples return here, a first administrative task
is performed: the sample management. Samples arrive, are scanned
and run through an entire flow process through to the lab where the
analyses are performed. Following extensive processing, these analyses
are reported to the customer.
How much time is involved in this process?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: The samples are processed under high time
pressure, because the maximum turn-around time is 24 hours. This
means that the samples must be scanned, processed and sent to the
lab within this time frame. The tests are performed on the samples and
the results are reported to the customer.

BARC is active on a global scale. How do you coordinate all
these tests?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: BARC has offices in Europe, North-America,
South-Africa, China and Australia. We will be opening in Singapore soon
too. We partly use the specialised laboratories of the CERBA European
Lab Group, the French group to which BARC belongs. Depending on
the discipline, we also work together with university laboratories or other
external laboratories. For example, we have joined forces with North
Shore-LIJ in the USA - one of the largest American laboratory groups and with Lancet in South Africa, one of the leading laboratories in Africa.
How big is your responsibility in conducting the tests and
processing the results?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: We manage the test results from those
laboratories and therefore have final responsibility. For example, if the
FDA - the American Food and Drug Administration – checks whether
the procedure within the clinical study is being performed correctly,
we are the subject of that inspection. This not only means that we
are strictly audited and inspected, but also that we do the same with
those labs. We must be certain that the strict rules imposed on the
pharmaceutical industry by national governments are followed.

How is such an audit - for example by the FDA - performed?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: If we develop a new system, as we have
done with the assistance of i.deeds, then we must be able to submit
objective, documented evidence to the inspecting authorities such as
the FDA and the EMA - the European Medicines Agency - that proves
that everything is validated and meets all the requirements imposed
on us by the legislation. Meeting the high quality requirements and all
the regulations is a lot of work and takes a sizeable chunk out of our
budget. This is logical, after all we are dealing with patients, with human
lives.

‘From now on we can offer our
customers an even better service and
we can work faster and more
efficiently.’
Jurgen Van De Sompel
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Your CTMS project went live in mid-March. An exciting time?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: Definitely. The CTMS project is the largest
and most complex IT project that has ever been set up within the
CERBA European Lab group. A team of internal and external people
have worked on it for about three years. The road map for the project
was drafted a good four years ago. A number of the planned modules
were delivered a while ago, such as the Master Test Catalogue, a
central catalogue of all tests that we perform worldwide. However, all
those separate elements formed part of our goal for this year: BARC
SAFE, the complete processing of the samples and the test results
in one integrated system. It is a complete business suite, which we
can use to support our activities: from sending off the materials for
sample collection, to processing the data and reporting the data to
the customers. The first kits for sample collection with accompanying
patient forms (requisition forms) were sent via our new solution at
the end of March. Everything went well and we are satisfied that we
stayed within the pre-determined limits for budget, scope and timing.
This is far from obvious in this very complex, but extremely interesting,
environment. Even more important: from now on we can offer our
customers an even better service and we can work faster and more
efficiently.

REAL
Logistics

REAL
Invoicing

ETL
BOARD

SAFE

MTC

Master Test Catalog

STS

Study set up

STE

Study execution
LabConnect Admin

ETL

RDA

Remote
Data Access

Reqform Printing

LabConnect
LIMS

Laboratory Information
Mgt Systems
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BARC EUROPE
SRL MEDISEARCH

BARC USA

BARC CHINA

BARC AFRICA
BARC AUSTRALIA

Source: http://www.barclab.com/about-barc/barc-global

What are the best features of the new system?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: This system will allow us to have much more
data about studies than previously. For example, when customers used
to ask us for study indicators, then this was not always easy to generate
because we did not have the data in digital format and the data were
stored outside the system in - for example - Excel files.
Now we have an integrated system that collects all the data and also
includes quite a few checks. When a sample is scanned, you will
immediately see on the screen which study, which test and which
patient is involved and this is actually already a check. Setting up a
study is also a lot quicker than it used to be. It used to take several
weeks, now it takes only a few days. In short, it is a modern, intelligent

system that is very user-friendly and that allows a safe storage of data
and information about the clinical studies.
What are the positive results for BARC customers?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: There is the BARC BOARD for customers,
an entirely new and very user-friendly BI environment created for
customers. This allows them to track the progress of our lab activities
and the data produced in our labs are immediately accessible on
their screen. So we offer not only more, but also improved real-time
information. This is a big leap forwards in terms of efficiency. Initial
reactions from our customers have been very positive.

PROCESS BARC

B
Partner
labs
Medical analysis

C
AR

B

D
O AR

Results
Order

Contracts and proposals
Study set up + logistics
Study management
Sample management
Data management

BARC
Central Lab
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SAFE

Samples
Reqforms

Reporting
Doctors
Patients and visits
Sample taking
Reqform completion
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Source: http://www.barclab.com/services/barc-biobanking

How did you come into contact with i.deeds?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: When I arrived at BARC to set up the CTMS
project, Ivan Vanhaverbeke from i.deeds was already there as part of a
BI project for the financial department. The functional knowledge that
he acquired within BARC was a significant added value for the CTMS
project and therefore we included Ivan in the CTMS team as a functional
analyst. Employers from i.deeds were involved from the start of the
development in making .NET profiles for the BARC SAFE project and BI
profiles for the BARC BOARD project. It was a gigantic project, both for
BARC and for i.deeds.
What added value has i.deeds given to this project?
Jurgen Van De Sompel: To me, it is always more about individuals
than the so-called “big names” like IBM and Microsoft. I appreciate the
personal and practical approach of i.deeds. The customer aspect is also
very important. If a problem occurs, this does not result in discussions
or pointing of fingers. Instead, we listen to each other and find a solution
together. That is crucial, particularly for large, complex projects. The
collaboration definitely lived up to expectations. And their input is still
more than welcome: now that the system is completely up and running,
there are still about five projects ahead of us for mid-2015. For example,
we want to offer BARC BOARD via smart phones and other digital
devices. In other words, there is still plenty of work to do.

‘I appreciate the personal and
practical approach of i.deeds.’
Jurgen Van De Sompel
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i.nterview

‘A strong focus on the client
is essential’
For six months now, Michel Abiteboul has been at the helm of BARC as the new, experienced CEO. We gauged the
most important challenges in the interesting but complex world of clinical trial management, and the importance of the
new IT system that BARC recently implemented.

How would you describe BARC’s
core business?
BARC is a clinical research organisation, a central laboratory that
facilitates all the services that are required to implement the lab
component of clinical studies. In concrete terms, pharmaceutical
companies are obliged to submit a dossier to government
authorities for every medicine that they develop. They have to
be able to demonstrate that the medicines have been clinically
tested for efficacy and safety on the basis of laboratory tests.
Our business entails the gathering and processing of all those lab
tests, and all of this at selected locations around the globe but
according to one standardized method.

Who are your clients?
BARC has clients all over the world. We work for pharmaceutical
businesses in the States, China, Japan, South Africa and all over
Europe. Among that number there are plenty of young, smaller
enterprises with good ideas, but there are also major players
from the pharmaceutical industry. Which means that all those
businesses are structured differently and have evolved differently
over time, which in turn means that they often have different ways
of working. So for BARC it is a constant challenge to be flexible,
to observe strict local regulations while at the same time remaining
competitive.

That is no easy task.
We’re in a complex line of business, one in which we must be
constantly alert, must deliver quality and must carry on innovating.
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For instance, our clients are increasingly expecting live data from
us. They want to keep their fingers on the pulse, to be able to
check their results at any time before the processing of the tests
has been completed.

A specific IT structure for this may well be
important.
It was not only important but absolutely crucial to be able to offer
our clients access to qualitative data. We have that structure
in place now, and it is the result of global team performance
spanning the last four years.

What do you expect that this investment will yield?
We are taking a huge leap forward with the BARC BOARD
platform. Not only are we drawing alongside our competition,
I am convinced that we are also a step ahead of them by offering
our clients qualitative, transparent data. What’s more, the system
can be expanded with numerous other functionalities. There is
still work to be done. Many challenges lie ahead, in the immediate
as well as in the distant future. The medical world is constantly
changing.

How did the commissioning of the new system go
for BARC members of staff?
Change is a challenge for everyone. I have every confidence
because, not only do we have a good system and a very strong
and flexible team, we have also tested our system thoroughly.

BARC is operating in a sector in which mistakes cannot be made.
The data that we gather is literally of vital importance.
We’re dealing with people’s lives. We cannot leave anything to
chance.

You’ve only been CEO of BARC for six months.
What is your background?
I am a doctor of medicine and worked for more than 15 years
in the pharmaceutical industry, where I was responsible for the
international development of medicines. It was only later that I
ended up in clinical research organisations. So I used to be on
the opposite side of the table. Which is very useful. It gives me a
better understanding of client expectations, which is why I always
go on about customer service. It goes without saying that a
good IT-platform, high flexibility and good staff are tremendously
important, but customer service is also essential, otherwise you
cannot succeed. BARC is a new challenge for me, and what’s
more it is very interesting because it has so much potential for
growth.

The relationship between BARC and i.deeds goes
back quite a long way. The first contacts were made
in 2009, after which a first assignment followed:
setting up a financial planning project for the CFO.
The collaboration was excellent. Partly due to that
good working relationship, project leader Ivan
Vanhaverbeke, who acted as an analyst on this first
assignment, received a second assignment: drafting
specifications for the replacement of the 25-year
old CTMS package by a new, future-proof package.
The ‘short list to long list’ approach of i.deeds was
to BARC’s liking: the two remaining parties didn’t
achieve 50% during the case demos. Together with
BARC management and the investors, it was then
decided to invest in a new, customised package that
would also prove itself in the future. In the meantime,
BARC BOARD and BARC SAFE were launched.

INFORMATION

ANALYSIS OF THE BUSINESS PROCESSES, STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES

COMPARISON OF OFFERS ON LONGLIST

CASE DEMOS SHORTLIST

‘We’re taking a huge leap forward with
the BARC BOARD platform.’
Michel Abiteboul

TENDER/TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS/RFP

SELECTION & NEGOTIATION

Below: the i.deeds team that, together with the
BARC team, realised this project.
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i.nformation

Attendance registration has never
been so easy
pin.all is an efficient cloud-based solution for attendance registration and additional staff
monitoring. This global solution will be useful for any company that posts its personnel to public
locations, somewhere on the road, or to remote job locations. pin.all makes the difference: simple,
user-friendly, powerful and very affordable. We highlight the benefits for you.

What is

?

pin.all is the combination of a mobile device on location
and an online portal for monitoring attendance. When
someone arrives on a site, they register themselves. This
can occur in different ways: via a badge, a text message,
an app... The registration is then sent to pin.all’s central
digital platform and is immediately visible there to
someone with the necessary access rights. If necessary,
the registration is sent from there to Checkinatwork, so
the compulsory declaration is performed. If something
goes wrong with the registration at Checkinatwork, pin.all
will send you an alert mail. Handy!

How does
work?
Your employees can register in various ways at the place
of employment: via badge, telephone or text message.
The choice is determined by the number of individuals
that need to register, the frequency of the visits to a

takes care of it all
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specific location, the number of locations that are visited
and the type of location. You can also combine various
systems to achieve the best result. In the future the
registration options will be significantly expanded.

Can
further
monitor my employees?
Yes. With pin.all, you can match up your initial planning
or contractually determined work schedule against
reality, feed the costing of the site or project, direct the
invoicing of suppliers and sub-contractors and provide
input for your own invoicing and salary administration.
Moreover, you can integrate the services of pin.all
seamlessly into your own applications.

Who can
use

?

pin.all was initially developed with construction firms,
cleaning companies and
employment agencies in mind.
Especially in these sectors,
managing and monitoring
employees can be enormously
time-consuming, both for the
company itself and its clients.
But pin.all is broadly usable:
anywhere where companies
send personnel on the road,
whether to customers with fixed
addresses or to public locations

or anywhere in between... pin.all can make
a difference.
Thanks to pin.all, employees of these
companies can register easily and in
various ways. How you precisely do that
depends on the specific characteristics of
the assignment. With long assignments,
a badge reader at the work location is
advised.
Staff that often carry out short assignments,
who are active at varied locations or work
at locations without fixed entry points are
better served by using pin.all via text. Upon
arrival at the location, they just send a text
message with their personal identification
code and the location.
An app is even more efficient. In the near
future, the built-in GPS will immediately
detect your employee’s presence, and the
registration will then automatically occur. At
locations where GPS is not a good option
(for example, in closed buildings), digital
beacons can be installed. The app then
detects the signal from the beacons with
the help of Bluetooth.
Is a mobile (smart)phone not available? No
panic, the app can also be run on a pocket
terminal that you give to your employees.
What’s more, with pin.all you can combine
these various systems. You are assured of
a tailor-made solution for your company
and its activities.
For the employment agencies and cleaning
sectors, the system with guided calling
from a landline is often a good solution.
pin.all recognises the phone being used to
call in and can thus determine the location.
The employee provides his or her personal
code (or the number of hours worked).
Simple, isn’t it?
Maybe a landline is not always available
at every client. In that case, the employee
can rely on one of the other registration
methods (text or pocket terminal).
But pin.all offers much more than just
attendance registration. With pin.all you
can also manage all contracts that you sign
with your customers and follow the day’s
progress, minute to minute. The system
warns you as soon as an anomaly or error
occurs or threatens to occur.

Want to know more about what pin.all
can mean for your company?
Please contact i.deeds
via info@ideeds.be
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i.short
Chefs for Charity:
a big success
On Thursday 12th March, De Lovie, a centre in Poperinge for people
with intellectual disabilities, organised a special gastronomical evening
for the benefit of the new housing project ‘Laubia’.
Six top chefs, assisted by students from the Ter Duinen hotel school,
indulged the over 300 guests with numerous culinary delights. And
i.deeds was also there, supporting this charity.
The Chefs for Charity event resulted in a nice amount of seed
money for the Laubia residential project. However, it is not enough
to continue developing this project. Extra sponsoring is thus greatly
appreciated.
Want to know more? Please contact:
Patrick Deferme, General Director
Birgit Provoost, Management Assistant for Fundraising
+32 (0)57 33 49 65 or +32 (0)475 78 58 73
birgit.provoost@delovie.be
Krombeekseweg 82, 8970 Poperinge, Belgium
www.delovie.be or www.facebook.com/deloviepoperinge.

i.events
IBM Connect 2015 –
be inspired and seize
your opportunity
Companies that don’t anticipate the super-fast technological
developments today will not be in business tomorrow. That is the
hard but realistic message of IBM Connect - Seize the Moment, an
inspiring day that emphasizes that change is more necessary than
ever. Several leading keynote speakers from top companies will inspire
you with their unique vision and approach and offer you new insights.
As an Advanced IBM partner, i.deeds will be prominently present with
its own booth and will be presenting a customer case.

IBM Connect 2015 –
Seize the Moment takes place
on Tuesday 2nd June at ICC Ghent,
Belgium. You can register via
www.ideeds.be

pin.all in the spotlight at the Agoria information session
On 26th March, Agoria, in close collaboration with the National Office of Social Security (RSZ), organised for the fourth time an information session
about the new regulations concerning attendance registration. Present were 180 participants from various sectors and markets: metals,
mechatronics, energy, contracting, building technologies, ICT... i.deeds gave a short presentation about pin.all, a sophisticated yet easy to use
cloud solution for attendance registration.
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#IoTnow

From Hype to Insight:

Transforming industries with insights
gained from the Internet of Things
Learn more at ibm.com/IoT
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